
We are going to create a brochure about Fair Use and Copyright Law.

We will use our computers.  

Open your computer and click on the Pages icon.

Next click on “New from Template Chooser”

Then you can pick one of these 3 Brochure Templates.



In the brochure, you will cut and paste the 4 Key Vocabulary words, find 
images that you are allowed to use, answer 7 questions and cite your 
sources.

First, you will want to find some pictures about Fair Use and Copyright on 
the web that you are allowed to use.

Type Fair Use into the Google Search window.  Click on the word Images. 
Click on Search Tools.  Click on Labeled for Reuse.
Choose a picture to put on your brochure. Substitute your picture for one of 
the pictures on the brochure.  Resize it to fit properly.

On the first page of the brochure, which is actually the back, the title is on 
the right hand side panel.  Call it Legal and Fair.  On the left hand side 
panel, paste the 4 vocabulary words.  You can put two on the left and two in 
the middle.  You may copy and paste the Key Vocabulary into your 
document.

The Key Vocabulary can be found on this page.  Be Legal and Fair  
http://www.21things4students.net/21/be-legal--fair/q1-copyright-laws/
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The Vocabulary words / phrases are:
Fair Use, Copyright, Public Domain and Creative Commons

On the second page of the brochure, substitute in more pictures.  On the 
Be Legal and Fair 21Thing4Students T7Q1 page, there are seven 
questions below the Key Vocabulary. You will copy and paste these 
questions onto the 2nd page of the brochure.

1. What is copyright?

2. How long does the copyright on an original work last?

3. What is the fair use act?

4. What is plagiarism?

5. What types of things can be copyrighted? What cannot be copyrighted?

6. What is the public domain?

7. The fair use act allows anyone to use copyrighted materials for educational 
purposes. What other uses are covered under the fair use act?

Watch the videos on the 21Things4Students Legal and Fair page. This is 
where you will learn the answers to the 7 questions.  You can also find the 
answers to the questions by Googling for the answers.

Copy and Paste the question and then answer it IN YOUR OWN WORDS.  
Choose a font that fills out the whole page.
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